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Erased By A Narcissist
Erased By A Narcissist is the story of one woman’s journey through a high conflict divorce
with a narcissist. Barbara uses her experiences to show how much damage and pain a
narcissist will inflict on their ex-partner, even after the divorce is finalised. Barbara hopes
that in sharing her story, other women will be able to come together and experience a
sense of clarity. Women do not have to be alone when they go through a high conflict
divorce and you are not alone.

6 Tactics Used By A Narcissist

1. Smear Campaign
A smear campaign is when the Narcissist attacks your reputation among your
friends, family, and workplace. A narcissist may call the police on you, tell the world
you are mentally unstable, or engage in character assassination.

2. False Allegations in Court
It is not uncommon to see a repeat of false allegations in divorce affidavits. Each
time these are presented, despite being largely opinion based, you will end up
spending a great deal of time and money disproving them.

3. She is a Terrible Mother
This is an attack meant to destabilise you and hit you at your core. Many mothers
find themselves performing thankless jobs where they balance cooking, cleaning,



and ensuring the needs of the children are met. At the end of the day, she is
exhausted only to be called a terrible mother.

4. She is Unemployable
Many women give up their career goals to make a home. As a result, there are often
large gaps in their employment record which in turn can be used against you in
divorce court. If you have children, the narcissist will claim you do not have the
means to care for the children and can advocate for custody. In advanced cases, this
is the first step towards parental alienation.

5. She is Crazy
A narcissist pushes you over the edge intentionally. They want you to freak out so
that they can come back and say, “See? I told you she is crazy”.

When a narcissist engages in this behaviour, they are pushing the narrative that
they are the victim in this situation. This reversal in blame is how they turn other
people against you, even your closest loved ones.

6. She is Terrible with Money
Along with being unemployable, narcissists might use this tactic to accuse you of
being unfit to parent your children. They will claim to have total control of the
finances in the home to show they are more capable. It is not uncommon to see this
allegation made during custody and alimony disputes.

3 Messages to a Woman Going Through a Divorce

1. Speak Your Truth
If you are not standing in your own truth and your own experiences, no one will. No
matter how hard the challenges you have faced, no matter how little the rest of the
world seems to care, you must stand in your own truth. Otherwise, you will not be
heard.

2. Set Up Boundaries
Imagine waking up with a new boundary. What would that boundary look like? What
would that boundary mean for you?

Remember you must also respect your own boundaries if you want others to
respect you.
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3. Get Support
Support comes in many forms. Be sure to build your support team to meet your
needs. This can include a Divorce coach, friends, therapy, support groups, mentors,
or even family.

4.

The Serenity Prayer
Whether you are religious or not, there is a great wisdom within the serenity prayer. We
must have the wisdom to know what is within the realm of our control so we are able to let
go of the things beyond our control. From there we are able to live purposefully.

God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change

The strength to change the things I can

And the wisdom to know the difference

Power of Story
Human beings learn through empathy which is why stories have such a powerful impact on
us. We feel and experience the highs and lows of another as they recount their journey in a
story. Likewise, the storyteller finds relief in sharing their story. The weight of carrying their
experiences alone is lifted. Barbara shares her story because so many women in divorce
experience similar battles in family court, toxic exes, and the estrangement of children.

BONUS RESOURCES

Erased by a Narcissist E-Book

Erased by a Narcissist can be found on Barbara’s website at barbaralapointe.com

Narcissism 101 For Women
Narcissism 101 for Women is a Facebook support group where women can come together
and heal from their experiences with a narcissist. This group will also help women learn to
identify the common behaviours of a narcissist.

Join Narcissism 101 for Women here.
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https://www.barbaralapointe.com/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/narcissism101forwomen


The Divorce Café Support Circle
The Divorce Café Support Circle is a safe place where women suffering from trauma, high
conflict exes, parental alienation, and high conflict divorce can come for group coaching.

Join the Divorce Café Support Circle here

Video Version

Want to watch the conversation? This podcast is also available on YouTube.
You can find our channel here.
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https://www.barbaralapointe.com/offers/rB3xqCeb/checkout
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCD6u_MgK9M0ULAUfkeS2D9A
https://www.facebook.com/Broken-Families-Podcast-104378431664805

